School Sport Australia

12 Years and Under Rugby League Championships 2016

DAY ONE – Sunday 31st July 2016

**ACT 16** Tries: J.Mills, K.Steele, B.Clarke, R.Carr
*def*

**NT 6** Tries: J.Fong. Goal: H.Byers

**QLD Invitational 20** Tries: O.Pattie (2), B.Smith (2)
Goals: C.Jackson, Z.Kaatz
*def*

**NSW Invitational 8** Tries: V. Patuki-Case, B.Hawkins

**VIC 20** Tries: P. Falepaini (2) S.Prescott, Z.Langkilde-Fale
Goals: D.Christensen, Z.Kahu
*def*

**WA 6** Tries: L.Koro
Goals: R.McGloin

**QLD 10** Tries: B.Mozer, T.Waaka-Rhind
Goals: C.Faagutu
*def*

**NSW 8** Tries: J.Jaber, L.Cotter
School Sport Australia

12 Years and Under Rugby League Championships 2016

DAY TWO - Monday 1\textsuperscript{st} August 2016

**NSW 22**  Tries: E.Hutchins, M. Wichmann, F.Sharpe, S.Jaukura  
Goals: M.Wichmann, L.Murray, F.Sharpe  
*def*  
**NSW Invitational 0**

**VIC 14**  Tries: Q.Kea, S.Antonio Eli, J.Musu  
Goals: Z.Kahu  
*def*  
**ACT 6**  Tries: M.Davis  
Goals: R.Carr

**WA 20**  Tries: M.Wood, R.McGloin (2) L.Koro  
Goals: C.Webb, R.Woolley  
*def*  
**NT 12**  Tries: J.Fong, Z.Tetai  
Goals: L.Salei, T.McDonald

**QLD Invitational 12**  Tries: O.Pattie, K.Kavana  
Goals: Z.Kaatz, R.Wocker  
*def*  
**QLD 10**  Tries: J.Currie, W.Ausage  
Goals: T.Sielaff-Burns
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DAY THREE - Tuesday 2\textsuperscript{nd} August 2016

   Goals: Z.Kahu, D.Christensen, S.Prescott, I.Okusitino-Felise, Q.Kea
   \textit{def}

NT 0

NSW 16 Tries: T.Carroll, L.Cotter, J.Jaber
   Goals: B.Scott, L.Murray
   \textit{def}

QLD INV 6 Tries: M.Jennings
   Goals: R.Wockner

WA 12 Tries: Z.Tetai-Boyce, R.Wooley
   Goals: R.McGloin, R.Wooley
   \textit{Drew with}

ACT 12 Tries: B.Brown, J.Mills
   Goals: .R.Carr, B.Newcombe

QLD 40 Tries: R.Toia (2), B.Mozer, L.Le Blac, J.Self, M.Maurangi, W. Ausage,
   \textit{def}

NSW INV 0
DAY FOUR - Thursday 4th August 2016

QUARTER FINAL MATCHES

NT 6 Tries: M.Hill Goal: L.Salei

NSW 32 Tries: F.Sharpe (2)J.Jaber, T.Carroll,B.Scott, J.Alhazim, Goals: E.Hutchins, B.Scott, J.Alhazim, F.Sharpe def
WA 0

QLD Inv 26 Tries: O.Pattie (2), E.Suavai, J. Poloai, T.Veukiso Goals: B. Smith, C.Jackson, O.Pattie def
ACT 4 Tries: W.Smithwick

Vic 6 Tries: D.Christensen Goal: D.Christensen,
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DAY 5 - Friday 5th August

10.00 VIC 28 D.Simoo (2), I.Okusitino-Felise, S.Prescott, J.Musu, S.Atonio-Eli, Tries. D.Christensen, S.Prescott, Goals. defeated
NT 10 M.Hill (2) Tries K.Tatipata Goal

WA 6 D.Turner Try R.McGloin, Goal
defeated
ACT 4 Try

SEMI FINAL 1
QLD 38 M.Maurangi (2), L.Kelly (2)T. Sielaff-Burns, B.Ruaporo, R.Toia, Tries X.Collins, M.Maurangi, C.Faagutu, B.Ruaporo, L. Le Blanc Goals
defeated
NSW INVITATIONAL 6 C.Stewart Try O.Cummins Goal

SEMI FINAL 2
NSW 18
B.Scott, F.Sharpe, T.Carroll, S.Saukuru Tries
M.Wichmann, Goal
QLD INVITATIONAL 6
O.Pattie Try R.Wockner Goal
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DAY 6 – SATURDAY 6th August
Finals Day

(7 v 8) NT  6 M. Karaka Try. B.Bordina Goal
drew with
ACT  6 J.Mills Try. R.Carr Goal

Ian Duncan Shield (5 v 6)
VIC 28  P.Falepaina (2), I.Okusitino-Felise (2), S.Antonio, Tries
        D.Christensen, I.Okusitino-Felise, S.Prescott, Z.Kahu Goals
        defeated
WA  0

Graham Johnston Shield (3 v 4)
QLD INV 16 K.Kavana (2) B.Smith  Tries  R.Wockner, C.Jackson
        defeated
NSW INV  6 C.Stewart, Try. O.Cummins Goal

Gary Balkin Cup (1 v 2)
NSW  12 F.Sharpe, S.Saukuru Tries Goals  M.Wichmann, B.Scott
        Defeated
QLD  6 R.Toia Goals  J.Self

FINAL PLACEMENTS
1. NSW
2. QLD
3. QLD Invitational
4. NSW Invitational
5. Victoria
6. Western Australia
EQUAL7. Northern Territory
ACT